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 Unit 2. 
Regression and Correlation 

 
 

 
 

“ ‘Don’t let us quarrel,’ the White Queen said in an anxious tone.  ‘What is the 
cause of lighting?’ ‘The cause of lightning, ‘Alice said very decidedly, for she felt 
quite certain about this, ‘is the thunder-oh no!’, she hastily corrected herself. ‘I 

meant the other way.’ ‘It’s too late to correct it,’ said the Red Queen: ‘when  
you’ve once said a thing, that fixes it, and you must take the consequences.’ “ 

 
- Carroll 

 

 

   

  
Menopause heralds a complex interplay of hormonal and physiologic 
changes.  Some are temporary discomforts (e.g., hot flashes, sleep 
disturbances, depression) while others are long-term changes that increase 
the risk of significant chronic health conditions, bone loss and osteoporosis 
in particular.  Recent observations of an association between depressive 
symptoms and low bone mineral density (BMD) raise the intriguing 
possibility that alleviation of depression might confer a risk benefit with 
respect to bone mineral density loss and osteoporosis.  However, the 
finding of an association in a simple (one predictor) linear regression 
model analysis has multiple possible explanations, only one of which is 
causal.  Others include, but are not limited to:  (1) the apparent association 
is an artifact of the confounding effects of exercise, body fat, education, 
smoking, etc; (2) there is no relationship and we have observed a chance 
event of low probability (it can happen!); (3)  the pathway is the other way 
around (low BMD causes depressive symptoms), albeit highly unlikely; 
and/or (4) the finding is spurious due to study design flaws (selection bias, 
misclassification, etc).   
 
In settings where multiple, related predictors are associated with the 
outcome of interest, multiple predictor linear regression analysis allows us 
to study the joint relationships among the multiple predictors (depressive 
symptoms, exercise, body fat, etc) and a single continuous outcome 
(BMD).  In this example, we might be especially interested in using 
multiple predictor linear regression to isolate the effect of depressive 
symptoms on BMD, holding all other predictors constant (adjustment).  
Or, we might want to investigate the possibility of synergism or 
interaction.    
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1. Learning Objectives 
 
 
   
  

 
When you have finished this unit, you should be able to: 
 

§ Explain the concepts of association, causation, confounding, mediation, and effect 
modification; 
 

§ Construct and interpret a scatter plot with respect to:  evidence of association, assessment of 
linearity, and the presence of outlying values; 
 

§ State the multiple predictor linear regression model and the assumptions necessary for its use; 
 

§ Perform and interpret the Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of normality;  
 

§ Explain the relevance of the normal probability distribution; 
 

§ Explain and interpret the coefficients (and standard error) and analysis of variance tables 
outputs of a single or multiple predictor regression model estimation;.    
 

§ Explain and compare crude versus adjusted estimates (betas) of association; 
 

§ Explain and interpret regression model estimates of effect modification (interaction); 
 

§ Explain and interpret overall and adjusted R-squared measures of association; 
 

§ Explain and interpret overall and partial F-tests;  
 

§ Draft an analysis plan for a multiple predictor regression model analysis; and 
 

§ Explain and interpret selected regression model diagnostics:  residuals, leverage, and Cook’s 
distance.  
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1.  Review 
 
Simple linear regression and correlation were introduced in BIOSTATS 540,  Unit 12. 
 
a.  Settings Where Regression Might Be Considered 
 
Example #1 
Are Emergency Calls to the New York Auto Club Related to the Weather? 
Source:   
Chatterjee, S; Handcock MS and Simonoff JS  A Casebook for a First Course in Statistics and Data Analysis.  
New York, John Wiley, 1995, pp 145-152. 
 
Are calls to the New York Auto Club related to the weather, with more calls occurring during bad weather?   To 
explore this possibility, the NY Auto Club obtained observations on numbers of calls to the New York Auto 
Club (Y=calls) together with several kinds of information about the weather on the day of the call.  Among the 
analyses they performed was a simple linear regression with outcome (dependent) variable Y and predictor 
(explanatory) variable X, both continuous, defined: 
 
                                               Y = calls (number of calls) 
                                               X = low (the lowest temperature of the day).      
 
Dear reader:  Strictly speaking, the variable Y=calls is discrete, not continuous.   In this example, however, the sample size was large 
and the distribution of calls was approximated well with the assumption of normality.  So the regression went forward! 
 

Example #2 
Does the expression of p53 change with parity and age? 
 

Source:   
Matthews et al.  Parity Induced Protection Against Breast Cancer 2007. 
 
P53 is a human gene that is a tumor suppressor gene.   Malfunctions of this gene have been implicated in the 
development and progression of many cancers, including breast cancer.   Matthews et al were interested in 
exploring the relationship of Y=p53 expression to parity and age at first pregnancy, after adjustment for other, 
established, risk factors for breast cancer, including:  age at first mensis, family history of breast cancer, 
menopausal status, and history of oral contraceptive use.   

• Among the initial analyses, a simple linear regression might be performed to obtain a thorough 
understanding of the relationship of p53 expression and age.  Both the outcome (Y) and the predictor 
(X) are continuous. 
 
                           Y =  p53 expression 
                           X = Age 
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• A multiple linear regression might then be performed to see if age and parity retain their predictive 
significance, after controlling for the other, known, risk factors for breast cancer.  Thus, the analysis 
would consider one outcome variable (Y) and 6 predictor variables (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6): 

                                            Y =  p53 
                                            X1 = Age 
                                            X2 = Parity 
                                            X3 = Age at first mensis 
                                            X4 = Family history of breast cancer 
                                            X5 = Menopausal status 
                                            X6 = History of oral contraceptive use 
 
Example #3 
Does Air Pollution Reduce Lung Function? 
Source: 
Detels et al (1979) The UCLA population studies of chronic obstructive respiratory disease.  I.  Methodology 
and comparison of lung function in areas of high and low pollution.  Am. J. Epidemiol. 109:  33-58.   
Detels et al (1979) investigated the relationship of lung function to exposure to air pollution among residents of 
Los Angeles in the 1970’s.  Baseline and follow-up measurements of exposure and lung function were obtained.  
Also obtained were measurements of selected other variables that the investigators suspected might confound or 
modify the effects of pollution on lung function:  age, sex, height, weight, etc.  Afifi, Clark and May (2004) 
consider portions of this data in their 2004 text, Computer-Aided Multivariate Analysis, Fourth Edition 
(Chapman & Hall) 

• A simple linear regression might be performed to characterize the relationship between FEV and 
height: 
 
                           Y =  FEV, liters 
                           X = Height, inches 
 

• A multiple linear regression might then be performed to determine the nature and strength of 
exposure to pollution for the prediction of lung function, taking into account the roles of other 
influences on lung function, such as age, height, smoking, etc.   For example, the relationship of lung 
function to exposure to air pollution might be different for smokers and non-smokers; this would be 
an example of effect modification (interaction).  It might also be the case that the relationship of lung 
function to exposure to air pollution is confounded by height.  Here, we would have something like: 
 
                                            Y =  FEV, liters 
                                            X1 = Exposure to air pollution 
                                            X2 = Height, inches 
                                            X3 = Smoking (1=yes, 0=no)  
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Example #4 
Exercise and Glucose for the Prevention of Diabetes 
 
Source: 
 
Hulley et al (1998) Randomized trial of estrogen plus progestin for secondary prevention of heart disease in 
postmenopausal women.  The Heart and Estrogen/progestin Study.   JAMA 280(7):  605-13.   
In the HERS study, Hulley et al. (1998) sought to determine if exercise, a modifiable behavior, might lower the 
risk of diabetes in non-diabetic women who are at risk of developing the disease.   The question is a complex 
one because there are many risk factors for diabetes.  Moreover, the type of woman who chooses to exercise 
may be related in other ways to risk of diabetes, apart from the fact of her exercise habit.  For example, women 
who exercise regularly are typically younger and have lower body mass index (BMI); these characteristics also 
confer a risk benefit with respect to diabetes.  Finally, the benefit of exercise may be mediated through a 
reduction of body mass index.  Vittinghoff, Glidden, Shiboski and McCullogh (2005) consider portions of this 
data in their 2005 text, Regression Methods in Biostatistics:  Linear.Logistic, Survival and Repeated Measures 
Models (Springer).  
  

• A multiple linear regression was performed to assess the benefit of exercising at least three 
times/week, compared to no exercise, on blood glucose, after controlling for other factors associated 
with blood glucose levels.  Thus, here we would have something like: 

                                            Y =  Glucose, mg/dL 
                                            X1 = Exercise (1=yes if 3x/week or more,  0 = no) 
                                            X2 = Age, years 
                                            X3 = Body Mass Index (BMI) 
                                            X4 = Alcohol Use (1=yes, 0=no)  
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b.  Review - What is Statistical Modeling 
 
George E.P. Box, a very famous statistician once said, “All models are wrong, but some are useful.”  
Incorrectness notwithstanding, we do statistical modeling for a very good reason:  we seek an understanding of 
the natures and strengths of the relationships (if any) that might exist in a set of observations that vary. 
For any set of observations, theoretically, lots of models are possible.  So, how to choose?   The goal of 
statistical modeling is to obtain a model that is simultaneously minimally adequate and a good fit.   The 
model should also make sense. 
 

Minimally adequate 

§ Each predictor is “important” in its own right 
§ Each extra predictor is retained in the model only if it yields a significant 

improvement (in fit and in variation explained). 
§ The model should not contain any redundant parameters. 

Good Fit 

§ The amount of variability in the outcomes (the Y variable) explained is a lot 
§ The outcomes that are predicted by the model are close to what was actually 

observed. 

The model should also make sense 

§ A preferred model is one based on “subject matter” considerations 
§ The preferred predictors are the ones that are simply and conveniently measured. 

 
 

 
 

It is not possible to choose a model that is simultaneously minimally adequate and a perfect fit.  
Model estimation and selection must achieve an appropriate balance.  
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c.  A General Approach for Model Development 
 
There are no rules nor a single best strategy.  Different study designs and research questions call for different 
approaches.  Tip – Before you begin model development, make a list of your study design, research aims, 
outcome variable, primary predictor variables, and covariates.   
 
As a general suggestion, the following approach has the advantages of providing a reasonably thorough 
exploration of the data and relatively little risk of missing something important. 
 
 
Preliminary – Be sure you have:  (1) checked, cleaned and described your data,  (2) screened the data for 
multivariate associations, and (3) thoroughly explored the bivariate relationships. 
 
Step 1 – Fit the “maximal” model. 
The maximal model is the large model that contains all the explanatory variables of interest as predictors.  This 
model also contains all the covariates that might be of interest.  It also contains all the interactions that might be 
of interest.   Note the amount of variation explained. 
 
Step 2 – Begin simplifying the model. 
Inspect each of the terms in the “maximal” model with the goal of removing the predictor that is the least 
significant.   Drop from the model the predictors that are the least significant, beginning with the higher order 
interactions (Tip -interactions are complicated and we are aiming for a simple model).  Fit the reduced model.  
Compare the amount of variation explained by the reduced model with the amount of variation explained by the 
“maximal” model. 
 

If the deletion of a predictor has little effect on the variation explained …. 
      Then leave that predictor out of the model.| 
 
And inspect each of the terms in the model again. 
 
If the deletion of a predictor has a significant effect on the variation explained … 
     Then put that predictor back into the model. 

 
Step 3 – Keep simplifying the model. 
Repeat step 2, over and over, until the model remaining contains nothing but significant predictor variables.    
 
Beware of some important caveats 

§ Sometimes, you will want to keep a predictor in the model regardless of its statistical 
significance (an example is randomization assignment in a clinical trial) 

§ The order in which you delete terms from the model matters! 
§ You still need to be flexible to considerations of biology and what makes sense. 
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d.   Review - Normal Theory Regression 
 
Normal theory regression analysis can be used used to model/investigate possibly complex relationships when: 

• The outcome is a single continuous variable (Y) that is assumed to be distributed normal; and  
 

• The outcome is potentially related to possibly several predictor variables (X1, X2, …, Xp) 
which can be continuous or discrete; and 
 

• Some of the predictor variables might confound the prediction role of other explanatory 
variables; and   
 

• Some of the predictor-outcome relationships may be different (are modified by) depending on 
the level of one or more different predictor variables (interaction) 

 
 Simple Linear Regression: 
  
A simple linear regression model is one for which the mean µ  (the average value) of one continuous, and 
normally distributed, outcome random variable Y (e.g. Y= FEV) varies linearly with changes in one 
continuous predictor variable X (e.g. X=Height).  It says that the expected values of the outcome Y, as X 
changes, lie on a straight line (“regression line”).   
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Assumptions of Simple Linear Regression 
 

1. The outcomes Y1, Y2, … , Yn are independent. 
 

2.   The values of the predictor variable X are fixed and measured without error. 
 
3.  At each value of the predictor variable X=x, the distribution of the outcome Y 
     is normal with  
 
                                      mean = µY|X=x  =  β0  +  β1  x  
                                 variance = σY|x

2. 
 
Model 
These assumptions say that we are modeling the observed outcome for the ith subject as the sum of two pieces:  
1) a model piece; plus 2) an error piece.   
 

                                
 Observed for "i"th subject   =  [Systematic or Predicted for "i"]  +  [Error or Departure from Predicted for "i"]   
 
 
that is:   

                                 Yi   =  [ β0  + β1xi] + ε i  
 

1.  The errors ε1, ε2, … , εn are independent. 
 
2.  Each error εi is distributed is normal with  
 
 
                                      mean = 0  
                                 variance = σY|x

2. 
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2.  New to Stata?  New to R?  
Fit a Simple Linear Regression Model 

Dear Class –  
We’ll see lots more illustrations of Stata and R.  This is just an opportunity to give it a try. 
 
a.  Illustration in Stata 
Tip – Stata comments begin with “*” 
  
. * preliminaries 
. set more off 
. set scheme lean1 
 
  
. *----- Download the Stata data set doll_simplelinear.dta from the course website 
. * Launch Stata.  At top left, FILE > OPEN to browse and input data 
  
  
. * ---- Describe data set ---* 
. describe 
Contains data from /Users/cbigelow/Desktop/doll_simplelinear.dta 
  obs:            11                           
 vars:             3                          26 Jan 2017 16:47 
 size:           209                           
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
              storage   display    value 
variable name   type    format     label      variable label 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
country         str11   %11s                   
xcigs           float   %9.0g                 Cigs/capita 
ylungca         float   %9.0g                 Cases per 100000 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sorted by:  
 
. codebook, compact 
Variable   Obs Unique      Mean  Min   Max  Label 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
country     11     11         .    .     .   
xcigs       11     10  603.6364  230  1300  Cigs/capita 
ylungca     11     11  20.54545    6    46  Cases per 100000 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  
 
. * ----  Numerical Descriptives  ---* 
. tabstat xcigs ylungca, statistics(n mean sd min q max) columns(statistics) format(%8.2f) 
 
    variable |         N      mean        sd       min       p25       p50       p75       max 
-------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       xcigs |     11.00    603.64    378.45    230.00    300.00    490.00   1100.00   1300.00 
     ylungca |     11.00     20.55     11.72      6.00     11.00     18.00     25.00     46.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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. * --- scatterplot with overlay of linear fit and accompanying 95% CI:  BASIC --* 

. set scheme lean1 

. graph twoway (lfitci ylungca xcigs) (lfit ylungca xcigs) (scatter ylungca xcigs) 

 
 
 
. * --- scatterplot with overlay of linear fit and accompanying 95% CI:  Aesthetics added --* 
. graph twoway (lfitci ylungca xcigs) (lfit ylungca xcigs) (scatter ylungca xcigs, msymbol(d)), 
title("Biostats 640-2017") subtitle("Simple Linear Regression (95% CI)") 
xlabel(200(200)1400,labsize(small)) ylabel(0(10)50,labsize(small)) xtitle("X=Cigarette Consumption 
per capita 1930", size(small))ytitle("Y=Lung CA Cases per 100,000 1950", size(small)) legend(off) 
 

 
 
. * Fit the model (Least Squares = Maximum Likelihood) * 
. regress ylungca xcigs 
 
      Source |       SS           df       MS      Number of obs   =        11 
-------------+----------------------------------   F(1, 9)         =     10.72 
       Model |   747.40864         1   747.40864   Prob > F        =    0.0096 
    Residual |  627.318633         9  69.7020703   R-squared       =    0.5437 
-------------+----------------------------------   Adj R-squared   =    0.4930 
       Total |  1374.72727        10  137.472727   Root MSE        =    8.3488 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
     ylungca |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       xcigs |   .0228438   .0069761     3.27   0.010     .0070628    .0386249 
       _cons |   6.756087   4.906048     1.38   0.202    -4.342165    17.85434 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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b.  Illustration in R 
Tip – R comments begin with “#” 
 

# One time installation – Do this only if you have not already done so.. 
install.packages(“mosaic”) 
 

 

# Preliminary to Using commands favstat and xyplot – Load the package “mosaic” 
library(mosaic) 

 
# Set working directory to desktop (yours will be different than mine, so edit highlighted) 
setwd("/Users/cbigelow/Desktop") 
 
# Input R dataset (called a dataframe) using command load( ) 
# load(file=”NAME”) 
load(file="doll_simplelinear.Rdata") 
 
# List Data using name of dataframe 
# dataframename 
doll_simplelinear 

        country xcigs ylungca 
 1          usa  1300      20 
 2      britain  1100      46 
 3      finland  1100      35 
 4  switzerland   510      25 
 5       canada   500      15 
 6      holland   490      24 
 7    australia   480      18 
 8      denmark   380      17 
 9       sweden   300      11 
 10      norway   250       9 
 11     iceland   230       6 

 
# Numerical Descriptives using command favstat in package mosaic 
# favstats(~variablename, data=dataframename) 
favstats(~xcigs,data=doll_simplelinear) 

  min  Q1 median  Q3  max     mean       sd  n missing 
  230 340    490 805 1300 603.6364 378.4514 11       0 

 

favstats(~ylungca, data=doll_simplelinear) 

  min Q1 median   Q3 max     mean       sd  n missing 
    6 13     18 24.5  46 20.54545 11.72488 11       0 
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#  Scatterplot using command xyplot in package mosaic 
#  xyplot(yvariable ~ xvariable, data=dataframename, options) 
 
xyplot(ylungca ~ xcigs, data=doll_simplelinear, 
       main = "Illustration Simple Linear Regression", 
       xlab = "X = Cigarette Consumption per capita 1930", 
       ylab = "Y=Lung CA cases per 100,000 1950") 

 

 
# Fit the model (Least Squares = Maximum Likelihood) 
#  nameoffitmodel <- lm(yvariable ~ xvariable, data=dataframename) 
simplelinearmodel <- lm(ylungca ~ xcigs, data=doll_simplelinear) 
 

msummary(simplelinearmodel) 

##             Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    
## (Intercept) 6.756087   4.906048   1.377  0.20176    
## xcigs       0.022844   0.006976   3.275  0.00961 ** 
##  
## Residual standard error: 8.349 on 9 degrees of freedom 
## Multiple R-squared:  0.5437, Adjusted R-squared:  0.493  
## F-statistic: 10.72 on 1 and 9 DF,  p-value: 0.009612 
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3.  Multivariable Linear Regression 
 

a.  Introduction 
 

 
In multiple linear regression, there is still just one outcome variable, continuous.  The term “multiple” 
refers to there being more than one predictor variable.   Thus, it is possible to consider multiple predictors in a 
linear regression model and these can be any mix of continuous or discrete.  There is still one outcome variable 
Y that is continuous and assumed distributed normal. 
 
 
 
Definition 
A multiple linear regression model is a particular model of how the mean µ  (the average value) of one 
continuous outcome random variable Y (e.g. Y= length of hospital stay) varies, depending on the value of two 
or more (these can be a mixture of continuous and discrete) predictor variables X (e.g. X1=age, X2=0/1 history 
of vertebral factures, etc..)  Specifically, it says that the average values of the outcome variable, as the profiles 
of predictors X1 , X2 , … etc change, lie on a “plane” (“regression plane”).    
 
Example 
P53 is a tumor suppressor gene that has been extensively studied in breast cancer research. Suppose we are 
interested in understanding the correlates of p53 expression, especially those that are known breast cancer risk 
variables.  We might hypothesize that p53 expression is related to, among other things, number of pregnancies 
and age at first pregnancy.   
 
                                    Y  = p53 expression level 
                                    X1 = number of pregnancies (coded 0, 1, 2, etc) 
                                    X2 = age at first pregnancy < 24 years (1=yes, 0=no) 
                                    X3 = age at first pregnancy > 24 years (1=yes, 0=no) 
 
A multivariable linear model that relates Y to X1 X2, and X3 is the following 
 
                                         Y = β0 + β1 X1 + β2 X2 + β3 X3 + error 
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The General Multivariable Linear Model 
Similarly, it is possible to consider a multivariable model that includes p predictors: 
 
                                         Y = β0 + β1 X1 + … +  βp Xp  + error 
 
 

• p = # predictors, apart from the intercept 
 

• Each X1 … Xp can be either discrete or continuous. 
 

• Data are comprised of n data points of the form (Yi, X1i, …, Xpi) 
 

• For the ith individual, we have a vector of predictor variable values 
that is represented ′Xi = X1i ,X2i ,...,Xpi⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  

                  
Assumptions 
The assumptions required are an extension of those for simple linear regression. 
 
1.  The separate observations Y1, Y2, … , Yn are independent. 

 
2.  The values of the predictor variables X1 … Xp are fixed and measured without error. 

 
3. For each vector value of the predictor variable X=x, the distribution of values of Y follows a normal 

distribution with mean equal to µY|X=x and common variance equal to σY|x
2. 

 
4. For each profile of values,  x1, x2, ….., xp, of the p predictor variables X1 … Xp  (written using vector 

notation X=x), the distribution of values of Y  is normal with  
 
                                    mean  =   µY|X=x  =  β0  +  β1 X1  +  …  +  βp Xp 

 
                               variance = σY|X=x

2. 
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Model Fitting (Estimation) 
 
When there are multiple predictors, the least squares fit is multi-dimensional.  In the setting of just 2 
predictors, it’s possible to show a schematic of the fitted plane that results from least squares estimation.    
 
In the picture below, the outcome (dependent variable) is Y=body length and there are two predictors:  
X1=glabella length and X2=glabella width.  The purple ellipse is the least squares fit and is a 2-dimensional 
plane in 3-dimensional space; it is the analogue of the straight line fit that was explained in simple linear 
regression. 
 

 
  Source:  www.palass.org 
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b.  Indicator Variables (also called “dummy variables”) and Design Variables 
 
Why Indicator Variables? 
 
Example  - Suppose you wanted to model some outcome (Y = duration of stay in ICU, in days) in relationship 
to type of surgery X with X coded as follows:  1=medical therapy, 2=angioplasty, and 3=coronary bypass 
surgery).   
 
You just forge on and fit a simple linear model.  Spoiler alert – the following would be incorrect): 
 

                                                 daysi   =  [ β0  + β1 *(type of surgery)i] + ε i  
 
The notion of slope representing the change in Y=days per 1 unit increase in X=type of surgery doesn’t work! 
 

                  
 

β1   =  Δ Y per 1 unit increase in X, by definition
      =  Predicted change in duration of stay in ICU per 1 unit increase in TYPE OF SURGERY???
      =  "makes no sense"

 

 
So, what to do?  The answer is a two part:  1) we will NOT put X=type of surgery into the model; and 2) 
instead, we will substitute a set of what are called indicator variables, as described below. 
 
 
Introduction to Indicator Variables. 
Indicator variables are commonly used as predictors in multivariable regression models.  We let 
 
 

1 = value of indicator when “trait” is present 
0 =  value of indicator when “trait” is not present 

 
 
  ♦    The estimated regression coefficient β associated with an indicator  
                                variable has a straightforward interpretation, namely: 
 
                       ♦    β  =  predicted change in outcome Y that accompanies presence of “trait” 
 
 
Examples of Simple Indicator Variables 
 
SEXF  =  1 if individual is female 
                 0 otherwise 
 
TREAT  =  1 if individual received experimental treatment 
                    0  otherwise 
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When the Nominal Predictor has MORE THAN 2 Possibilities, the set of 0/1 indicator variables are 
called Design Variables.   
 
If a nominal variable has k possible values, (k-1) indicator variables are needed to distinguish the entire range of 
possibilities. 
 
Returning to our Example (Y=duration of stay in ICU, X = type of surgery) 
Our original predictor variable X is nominal with 3 possible values: 
 
                                   X = 1 if treatment is medical therapy 
                                          2 if treatment is angioplasty 
                                          3 if treatment is bypass surgery 
 
So, we’ve agreed that we cannot put X = type of surgery into a regression model “as is” because the resulting 
estimated slope makes no sense.  Instead, we will put into the model TWO 0/1 indicator variables.  One is a 
“flag” of angioplasty.  The other is a “flag” of bypass surgery.  Folks receiving medical therapy are then those 
for whom NEITHER flag occurs.   For example, we might include the following set: 
 
                         TR_ANG = 1 if treatment is angioplasty (X=2) 
                                              0 otherwise 
 
                         TR_SUR = 1 if treatment is bypass surgery (X=3) 
                                             0 otherwise 
 
A set of design variables comprised of (3-1) = 2 indicator variables summarize three possible values of 
treatment.  The reference category is medical therapy. 

 
Value of 
Original Predictor X 

Value of 0/1 Indicator 
TR_ANG 

Value of 0/1 Indicator 
TR_SUR 

X=1  (“medical”), the “referent” 0 0 
X=2 (“angioplasty”) 1 0 

X=3 (“surgery”) 0 1 
 
Guidelines for the Definition of Indicator and Design Variables 
 
1)  Consider the choice of the referent group.   
Often this choice will be straightforward.  It might be one of the following categories of values of the nominal 
variable: 
          

• The unexposed 
• The placebo 
• The standard 
• The most frequent 
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2)  K levels of the nominal predictor à  (K-1) indicator variables 
When the number of levels of the nominal predictor variable = k, define (k-1) indicator variables that will 
identify persons in each of the separate groups, apart from the reference group. 
 
 
3)  In general (this is not hard and fast), treat the (k-1) design variables as a set. 
 
                  -   Enter the set together 
                -    Remove the set together 
                -    In general, retain all (k-1) of the indicator variables, even when only a subset are significant. 
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c.  Interaction Variables 
 
Sometimes the nature of an X-Y relationship is different (meaning the slope is different), depending on the 
level of some third variable which, for now, we’ll call Z.  This is interaction.  To capture how an X-Y 
relationship is “different” (or “modified by”), depending on the level of Z, we can define an interaction 
variable and then incorporate it as an additional predictor in the model. 
 
                              Interaction of predictor X with third variable Z = XZ = X*Z 
  
Example:    Y = length of stay 
                    X = age (years) 
                    Z = 0/1 indicator of history of vertebral fracture  (Z=0 for NON fractures and Z=1 for fractures) 
                    XZ  =  [ X] * [ Z ] = interaction of X and Z 
 
Our full model is thus the following: 
 
                       Y  =  β0   +  β1Z  +  β2X  +  β3XZ   
 
Key to the betas: 
 
 

                       

β0  =  intercept for referent (the referent group are patients with Z = 0,  the non-vertebral fracture folks)
β1  =  CHANGE in INTERCEPT (associated with Z=1, that is - associated with vertebral fracture)
β2  =  slope of change in Y per unit X for referent group 
β3  =  CHANGE in SLOPE  associated with Z=1 (that is - associated with vertebral fracture)

  

 
What does the model become when Z=0?   
This yields the model for the non-vertebral fractures patients.  Insertion of Z=0 yields 
 

                               
Y  =  β0   +  β2X 
Intercept  =  β0

Slope  =  β2

    

 
What does the model become when Z=1.   
This yields the model for the vertebral fractures patients.  Insertion of Z=1 yields 
 

                             
Y  = [ β0   + β1]   +  [ β2 + β3]X 
Intercept  =  [ β0   + β1]
Slope  =  [ β2 + β3]
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d.  Look!  Schematic of Confounding and Effect Modification 
 
The tools of indicator variables and interaction variables are helpful (but not without important caveats) in 
exploring the data for evidence of confounding and effect modification. 
 
Consider a similar regression setting: 
Y = length of hospital stay 
X = duration of surgery, continuous 
Z = a nominal predictor coded 0 for “no comorbidities” and coded 1 for “one or more comorbidities”. 
 
Associated with Z=1 (the patient has comorbidities), relative to Z=0 (the referent patient with no comorbidities), 
the X-Y relationship might have a different intercept, or a different slope, or a different intercept and a different 
slope. 
 
Take a look. 
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e.  The Analysis of Variance Table 
 
 
The ideas of the analysis of variance table introduced in BIOSTATS 540 (Unit 12, Simple Linear Regression 
and Correlation) apply here, as well. 
  

1.  TSS:  “Total” or “total, corrected” 

                 ♦   TSS = Yi −Y( )
i=1

n

∑
2

is the variability of Y  about Y  

                  ♦  Degrees of freedom = df = (n-1).   
                
2.   MSS: “Regression” or “due model”   

            ♦   MSS = ( )
2

1

ˆ
n

i
i
Y Y

=

−∑ is the variability of !Y  about Y  

            ♦  Degrees of freedom = df = p = # predictors apart from intercept 
                  

 
3. RSS: “Residual” or “due error” refers to the  

            ♦   RSS = Yi − Ŷi( )
i=1

n

∑
2

is the variability of Y  about !Y  

            ♦  Degrees of freedom = df = (n-1) – (p) 
               

 
Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Model p ( )

n 2

i
i=1

ˆMSS = Y -Y∑  
 
(MSS)/p 

Residual (n-1) - p ( )
n 2

i i
i=1

ˆRSS = Y -Y∑  
 
(RSS)/(n-1-p) 

Total, corrected (n-1) ( )
n 2

i
i=1

TSS = Y -Y∑  
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Overall F Test 
 
The overall F test also applies, yielding an overall F-test to assess the significance of the variance explained by 
the model.  Note that the degrees of freedom is different here; this is because there are now “p” predictors 
instead of 1 predictor. 
 
 

O 1 2 p

A i

H :   β  = β  =  ...  = β  = 0

H :  At least one β   0≠
 

 
 
 

mean square(model)F
mean square(residual)

=     with df = p, (n-1-p)  

 
 
Stata illustration   
Example -  Consider a multiple linear regression analysis of the relationship of Y=p53 expression to age at 
first pregnancy (pregnum),  1st pregnancy at age < 24 (early), and 1st pregnancy at age > 24 (late).  The 
variables early and late are each 0/1.  The referent group is nulliparous.      
 
 
. use http://people.umass.edu/biep691f/data/p53paper_small.dta, clear 
. regress p53 pregnum early late 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      67 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  3,    63) =    5.35 
       Model |  14.8967116     3  4.96557054           Prob > F      =  0.0024 
    Residual |   58.486889    63  .928363317           R-squared     =  0.2030 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.1650 
       Total |  73.3836006    66  1.11187274           Root MSE      =  .96352 
 
 

F3,63  = msq(Model)
msq(Residual)

 = 4.96557054
0.92836317

 = 5.3487  

 
The null hypothesis is rejected (p-value of overall F-test = .0024).  At this point, all we can say 
is that this model explains statistically significantly more of the variability in Y=p53 then is 
explained by no model at all.    
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f.  The Partial F Test 
The partial F test is among our key tools in model development in multiple linear regression. 
 
What if we want to compare and choose between two models? 
The partial F test is a statistical technique for comparing two models that are “hierarchical.” It 
permits the assessment of associations while controlling for confounding.    
 
 
What are hierarchical models? 
 

• Hierarchical models are two models of a particular type.   One model is called “smaller” or “reduced” or 
“reference”.  The other model is called “larger” or “comparison.”    
 

• “Hierarchical” means that all of the predictors in the smaller (reduced, reference) are contained in the 
larger (comparison) model.   
 

• In the Y = p53 example, we might be interested in comparing the following two hierarchical models: 
 
                Predictors in smaller model = { pregnum } 
                Predictors in larger model = { pregnum  +  early  +  late} 
 

• “Hierarchical” is satisfied because all of the predictors (here there is just one - pregnum) that are 
contained in the smaller model are contained in the larger model.   
 

• The important point to note is this.  The comparison of these two models is an analysis of the nature and 
significance of the extra predictors, (here - early and late) for the prediction of  Y=p53, adjusting for 
(controlling for) all of the variables in the smaller model (pregnum). 
 

 
Thus, the comparison of the hierarchical models is addressing the following question:   
 
                 What is the significance of early and late for the prediction of Y = p53, after controlling for the  
                 effects of pregnum? 
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Statistical Definition of the Partial F Test 
 
         Research Question:  Does inclusion of the “extra” predictors explain significantly  
          more of the variability in outcome compared to the variability that is explained by  
         the predictors that are already in the model?        

 
        

                                                      Partial F Test              
         HO:  Addition of  Xp+1 … Xp+k is of no statistical significance for the prediction of Y  
                  after controlling for the predictors X1 … Xp meaning that: 
                                             p+1 p+2 p+kβ  = β  =  ...  = β  = 0 

          HA:   Not 
 
  FPARTIAL     =               { Extra regression sum of squares } /  { Extra regression df } 
                              { Residual sum of squares larger model} / { Residual df larger model } 
 

                           
 
=  

MSS(X1...XpXp+1...Xp+k )  -  MSS(X1...Xp )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  / p+k( )  - p⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
RSS(X1...XpXp+1...Xp+k )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  / n-1( )  - p+k( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

               

                                              
                                             Numerator df = (p+k) – (p) = k 
                                         Denominator df = (n –1) - (p+k) 
 

 

          
HO true:   
The extra predictors are not  
significant in adjusted analysis 

 
F value  = small 
p-value  = large 

HO false:   
The extra predictors are  
significant in adjusted analysis 

 
F value = large 
p-value = small 

 
Stata illustration Example – continued.   
. regress p53 pregnum early late 
. test early late 
 ( 1)  early = 0 
 ( 2)  late = 0 
 
       F(  2,    63) =    0.31 
            Prob > F =    0.7381 
The null hypothesis is NOT rejected (p-value = .74).  Conclude that early and late are not 
predictive after adjustment for pregnum.   Specifically, their addition to the model does not 
explain statistically significantly more of the variability in Y=p53 beyond that explained by 
pregnum.  
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g.  Multiple Partial Correlation 
 
The concept of a partial correlation is related to that of a partial F test. 
 

• “To what extent are two variables, say X and Y, correlated after accounting for a control 
variable, say Z”? 

 
• Preliminary 1:  Regress X on the control variable Z 

-   Obtain the residuals 
-   These residuals represent the information in X that is independent of Z 
 

• Preliminary 2:  Now regress Y on the control variable Z 
-   Obtain the residuals 
-   These residuals represent the information in Y that is independent of Z 
 

• These two sets of residuals permit you to look at the relationship between X and Y, 
independent of Z.    
 

 
 
 

 
Partial correlation (X,Y | controlling for Z) 

 
=  Correlation (residuals of X regressed on Z, residuals of Y regressed on Z) 

 
 

If there is more than one control variable Z, the result is a multiple partial correlation 
 

 
 
A nice identity allows us to compute a partial correlation by hand from a multivariable model 
development 
 

• Recall that R2  =  [model sum of squares]/[total sum of squares] = MSS / TSS 
 

• A partial correlation is also a ratio of sums of squares.   
Tip! – A  partial F statistic is a ratio of mean squares. 
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2 2
XY|ZR   =   Partial Correlation (X,Y|controlling for Z)

MSS Model(X, Z) - MSS Model(Z alone)          = 
RSS Residual(Z alone model)

Regression SSQ(X, Z model) - Regression SSQ (Z alone model)          =
(Z aResi lonedual SSQ  model)

 

 

 

 
 
The hypothesis test of a zero partial correlation is the partial F test introduced previously. 
 
 
         Research Question:  Controlling for Z, is there a linear correlation between X  and Y? 
 
          HO:  X,Y|Zρ 0=  
 
          HA:   Not 
 
 

 FPARTIAL      

   
                    =             { Extra regresssion sum of squares } /  { Extra regression df  = 1} 
                                            { SS Residual larger model} / { df Residual larger model} 
 
                       
                          Numerator df = (2) – (1) = 1 
                          Denominator df = (n – 1) – (2) 
 
 
 
BEWARE!  Notice that the denominator of the partial F test contains the residual sum of squares (RSS) for the 
larger model, whereas the denominator of the partial correlation contains the residual sum of squares (RSS) for 
the smaller model!  

[ ] ( )
[ ] ( ) ( )

MSS(X, )  -  MSS(X)  / 2  - Z
Z

1
=  

RSS(X, )  / n-1  - 2
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
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4.  Multivariable Model Development 
 

a.  Introduction 
 
Recall from page 7 …. The goal of statistical modeling is to obtain a model that is simultaneously minimally 
adequate and a good fit.   And the model should make sense. 
 
 
We also learned some general guidelines for how to proceed (Take care – there is no single right answer here). 
 

Preliminary –  
Be sure you have:  (1) checked, cleaned and described your data,  (2) screened the data for multivariate 
associations, and (3) thoroughly explored the bivariate relationships. 
 
Step 1 –  
Fit the “maximal” model.. 
 
 
Step 2 –  
Begin simplifying the model. 
 
 
Step 3 –  
Keep simplifying the model. 
Repeat step 2, over and over, until the model remaining contains nothing but significant predictor 
variables.    
 

 

           Then there is a Step 4 - 
           Perform regression diagnostics 
           We’ll get to this later, 5.  Goodness-of-Fit and Regression Diagnostics  
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b.  Example  
 
Framingham Study 
 
Source: 
Levy (1999) National Heart Lung and Blood Institute. Center for Bio-Medical Communication.    
Framingham Heart Study 
 
Description: 
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of death and serious illness in the United States. In 1948, the 
Framingham Heart Study - under the direction of the National Heart Institute (now known as the National 
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute or NHLBI) was initiated. The objective of the Framingham Heart Study was to 
identify the common factors or characteristics that contribute to CVD by following its development over a long 
period of time in a large group of participants who had not yet developed overt symptoms of CVD or suffered a 
heart attack or stroke.   
 
Here we use a subset of the data in a subset of n=1000. 
 
Variable Label Codings 
sbp Systolic Blood Pressure (mm Hg)  
ln_sbp Natural logarithm of sbp ln_sbp=ln(sbp) 
age Age, years  
bmi Body Mass index (kg/m2)  
ln_bmi Natural logarithm of bmi ln_bmi=ln(bmi) 
sex Gender 1=male 

2=female 
female Female Indicator 0 = male 

1 = female 
scl Serum Cholesterol (mg/100 ml)  
ln_scl Natural logarithm of scl ln_scl=ln(scl) 
   
  
Multiple Regression Variables: 
Outcome Y = ln_sbp 
Predictor Variables:  ln_bmi, ln_scl, age, sex 
 
Research Question: 
From among these 4 “candidate” predictors, what are the important “risk” factors and what is the nature of their 
association with Y=ln_sbp?   
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Stata illustration 
 
. * -----  Preliminary:  Check variables for completeness, adequacy of range, etc.  
. codebook sex sbp scl age bmi id, compact 
 
Variable    Obs Unique      Mean   Min   Max  Label 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
sex        1000      2     1.557     1     2  Sex 
sbp        1000     87    132.35    80   270  Systolic Blood Pressure 
scl         996    182  227.8464   115   493  Serum Cholesterol 
age        1000     36    45.922    30    66  Age in Years 
bmi         998    186  25.56623  16.4  43.4  Body Mass Index 
id         1000   1000  2410.031     1  4697   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

   
. * -----  Numerical descriptives: Explore the data for shape, range, outliers and completeness.   
. tabstat sbp ln_sbp age bmi ln_bmi scl, statistics(n mean sd min q max) columns(statistics) 
format(%8.2f) 
 
    variable |         N      mean        sd       min       p25       p50       p75       max 
-------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         sbp |   1000.00    132.35     23.04     80.00    116.00    128.00    144.00    270.00 
      ln_sbp |   1000.00      4.87      0.16      4.38      4.75      4.85      4.97      5.60 
         age |   1000.00     45.92      8.55     30.00     38.50     45.00     53.00     66.00 
         bmi |    998.00     25.57      3.85     16.40     23.00     25.10     27.80     43.40 
      ln_bmi |    998.00      3.23      0.15      2.80      3.14      3.22      3.33      3.77 
         scl |    996.00    227.85     45.09    115.00    197.00    225.00    255.00    493.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
. fre sex 
. * NOTE – You may need to issue the command ssc install fre to install this routine in your Stata 
 
sex -- Sex 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
                |      Freq.    Percent      Valid       Cum. 
----------------+-------------------------------------------- 
Valid   1 Men   |        443      44.30      44.30      44.30 
        2 Women |        557      55.70      55.70     100.00 
        Total   |       1000     100.00     100.00            
------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
 
. * -----  Assess normality of “candidate” dependent variable Y=sbp 
. * sfrancia test of normality (Null:  distribution is normal) 
. sfrancia sbp 
 
                  Shapiro-Francia W' test for normal data 
 
    Variable |       Obs       W'          V'        z       Prob>z 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
         sbp |     1,000    0.92135     52.674     9.088    0.00001 
 
 
 
Interpretation:  The null hypothesis of normality of the distribution of sbp is rejected (p=.00001) 
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. * histogram with overlay normal and quantile-normal plot 

. set scheme lean1 
 
. histogram sbp, normal title("Histogram") subtitle("Y=sbp") name(histogram, replace) 
(bin=29, start=80, width=6.5517241) 
 
. qnorm sbp, title("Normal QQ Plot") subtitle("Y=sbp") name(qqplot, replace) 
. graph combine histogram qqplot 
 
 

 
 
 
Interpretation:  This confirms what the sfrancia test suggests.  The null hypothesis of normality 
of the distribution of sbp is not supported. 
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. * Tip - command gladder to explore appropriate transformations of Y=sbp 

. * NOTE – You may need to issue the command findit gladder and download the routine sed2 
 
. gladder sbp 
 

 
 
 
Interpretation:  Comparison of these plots suggests that the log transformation is reasonable.   
This is the distribution that “looks” the most normal. 
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. * -----  Create “regression-friendly” variables 

. * -----  0/1 Indicator of FEMALE gender 

. generate female=sex 

. recode female (1=0) (2=1) 
(female: 1000 changes made) 
 
. tab2 sex female 
 
-> tabulation of sex by female   
 
           |        female 
       Sex |         0          1 |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
       Men |       443          0 |       443  
     Women |         0        557 |       557  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |       443        557 |     1,000  
 
 
. label variable female "Female (0/1)" 
 
. * -----  INTERACTIONS 
 
. * Interaction age * female sex 
. generate age_female=age*female 
(0 missing values generated) 
 
. * Interaction ln(scl) * female sex 
. generate lnscl_female=ln_scl*female 
(4 missing values generated) 
 
. * Interaction ln(bmi) * female sex 
. generate lnbmi_female=ln_bmi*female 
(2 missing values generated) 
 
. label variable age_female "Age x Female Interaction" 
. label variable lnscl_female "ln(scl) x Female Interaction" 
. label variable lnbmi_female "ln(bmi) x Female Interaction" 
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. * -----  Bivariate Relationships – Numerical and Graphical Assessments 

. * Command pwcorr gives a quick and succinct look at the correlations of Y with each X 

. pwcorr ln_sbp age ln_bmi ln_scl sex, obs sig 
 
             |   ln_sbp      age   ln_bmi   ln_scl      sex 
-------------+--------------------------------------------- 
      ln_sbp |   1.0000  
             | 
             |     1000   correlation(ln_sbp, age) = .4122 (Thus, R-squared = .1699)  
             | 
         age |   0.4122   1.0000  
             |   0.0000      p-value for Null:  zero correlation < .0001 à Reject null. 
             |     1000     1000 
             | 
      ln_bmi |   0.3465   0.1961   1.0000  
             |   0.0000   0.0000 
             |      998      998      998 
             | 
      ln_scl |   0.2509   0.3066   0.2358   1.0000  
             |   0.0000   0.0000   0.0000 
             |      996      996      994      996 
             | 
         sex |   0.0164   0.0239  -0.0692   0.0077   1.0000  
             |   0.6047   0.4501   0.0288   0.8074 
             |     1000     1000      998      996     1000 
             | 
 
 
. * Command graph matrix gives a quick and succinct look at the pairwise scatter plots. 
. graph matrix ln_sbp age ln_bmi ln_scl, half msize(vsmall) 
 

 
 
. *  Tip – Want a closer look?  Use graph twoway with 3 overlays: scatter, linear, and lowess. 
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. graph twoway (scatter ln_sbp ln_bmi, symbol(d) msize(vsmall)) (lfit ln_sbp ln_bmi) (lowess ln_sbp 
ln_bmi), title("Bivariate Association") ylabel4(.5)6) ytitle("Y = ln_sbp") xtitle("X = ln(bmi)") 
legend(off) 
 

 
 
. * -----  MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
. *------- FIT of maximal model 
. regress ln_sbp ln_bmi ln_scl age female lnbmi_female lnscl_female age_female 
 
      Source |       SS           df       MS      Number of obs   =       994 
-------------+----------------------------------   F(7, 986)       =     51.21 
       Model |  7.01711933         7  1.00244562   Prob > F        =    0.0000 
    Residual |  19.3006631       986  .019574709   R-squared       =    0.2666 
-------------+----------------------------------   Adj R-squared   =    0.2614 
       Total |  26.3177825       993  .026503306   Root MSE        =    .13991 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      ln_sbp |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      ln_bmi |    .303811   .0549107     5.53   0.000     .1960557    .4115663 
      ln_scl |   .0591585   .0368291     1.61   0.109     -.013114     .131431 
         age |    .003694   .0008046     4.59   0.000      .002115    .0052729 
      female |  -.0109333   .3043505    -0.04   0.971    -.6081825    .5863159 
lnbmi_female |  -.0507228   .0674812    -0.75   0.452    -.1831461    .0817005 
lnscl_female |  -.0091802   .0498751    -0.18   0.854    -.1070538    .0886934 
  age_female |   .0050381   .0011343     4.44   0.000     .0028121    .0072641 
       _cons |   3.396028    .233872    14.52   0.000     2.937084    3.854972 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Interpretation:  Maximal model performs better than no model at all, with approximately 27% of the 
variability in Y=ln(sbp) explained.  However, a number of predictors are not significant suggesting 
that a more parsimonious model is possible. 
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. * -----  3 df Partial F test of Interactions (NULL:  interactions are not significant, 
controlling for main effects) 
. testparm lnbmi_female lnscl_female age_female 
 
 ( 1)  lnbmi_female = 0 
 ( 2)  lnscl_female = 0 
 ( 3)  age_female = 0 
 
       F(  3,   986) =    6.89 
            Prob > F =    0.0001 
 
Interpretation:  Together, these 3 interactions are significant (p=.0001), but this may be being 
driven by a subset.  à 
 
  
. * -----  2 df Partial F test of Interactions (NULL:  interactions are not significant, 
controlling for main effects) 
. testparm lnbmi_female lnscl_female 
 
 ( 1)  lnbmi_female = 0 
 ( 2)  lnscl_female = 0 
 
       F(  2,   986) =    0.34 
            Prob > F =    0.7144 
 
. Interpretation - okay to DROP lnbmi_female and lnscl_female 
 
  
. * ---- Fit of reduced multiple predictor model  
 
. regress ln_sbp ln_bmi ln_scl age female age_female 
 
      Source |       SS           df       MS      Number of obs   =       994 
-------------+----------------------------------   F(5, 988)       =     71.66 
       Model |  7.00394663         5  1.40078933   Prob > F        =    0.0000 
    Residual |  19.3138358       988  .019548417   R-squared       =    0.2661 
-------------+----------------------------------   Adj R-squared   =    0.2624 
       Total |  26.3177825       993  .026503306   Root MSE        =    .13982 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      ln_sbp |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      ln_bmi |   .2707647   .0318537     8.50   0.000      .208256    .3332734 
      ln_scl |   .0559982    .024711     2.27   0.024     .0075061    .1044902 
         age |   .0036879   .0008017     4.60   0.000     .0021147    .0052612 
      female |  -.2169167   .0508166    -4.27   0.000    -.3166377   -.1171957 
  age_female |   .0048696   .0010882     4.47   0.000     .0027341    .0070051 
       _cons |   3.520535   .1586124    22.20   0.000     3.209279    3.831791 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Interpretation:  Not bad.  Previously 27% of the variance was explained.  This has not changed much 
and we have a simpler model. 
 
. * ----  Produce side-by-side comparison of models 
. * NOTE – You may need to issue the command findit eststo and download 
. * TIP – I choose to suppress all the output (we’re not needing this right now) using prefix 
quietly:  
 
 
. *-- model 1 – Initial “maximal” model 
. quietly: regress ln_sbp ln_bmi ln_scl age female age_female lnbmi_female lnscl_female 
. eststo model1 
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. *-- model 2 – Candidate final multiple predictor model 

. quietly: regress ln_sbp ln_bmi ln_scl age female age_female  

. eststo model2 
 
  
. * --- model 3 – Single Predictor model, X=ln(bmi) 
. quietly: regress ln_sbp ln_bmi  
. eststo model3 
 
  
. * ---- model 4 – Single Predictor model, X=ln(scl) 
. quietly: regress ln_sbp ln_scl  
. eststo model4 
 
.  
. * ----  model 5 – Two Predictor model + Interaction:  age, female, and [age x female] 
. quietly: regress ln_sbp age female age_female  
. eststo model5 
 
 
. * -- Show comparison of models #1 - #5 
. esttab, r2 se scalar(rmse)  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                      (1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5)    
                   ln_sbp          ln_sbp          ln_sbp          ln_sbp          ln_sbp    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ln_bmi              0.304***        0.271***        0.384***                                 
                 (0.0549)        (0.0319)        (0.0330)                                    
 
ln_scl             0.0592          0.0560*                          0.210***                 
                 (0.0368)        (0.0247)                        (0.0257)                    
 
age               0.00369***      0.00369***                                      0.00366*** 
               (0.000805)      (0.000802)                                      (0.000832)    
 
female            -0.0109          -0.217***                                       -0.331*** 
                  (0.304)        (0.0508)                                        (0.0510)    
 
age_female        0.00504***      0.00487***                                      0.00726*** 
                (0.00113)       (0.00109)                                       (0.00109)    
 
lnbmi_female      -0.0507                                                                    
                 (0.0675)                                                                    
 
lnscl_female     -0.00918                                                                    
                 (0.0499)                                                                    
 
_cons               3.396***        3.521***        3.630***        3.736***        4.702*** 
                  (0.234)         (0.159)         (0.107)         (0.139)        (0.0386)    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N                     994             994             998             996            1000    
R-sq                0.267           0.266           0.120           0.063           0.205    
rmse                0.140           0.140           0.153           0.158           0.146    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Standard errors in parentheses 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
 
. * model 2 is our "tentative" final model 
  

Further work, regression diagnostics, are needed next (See, section 5. Goodness-of-Fit and Regression 
Diagnostics).  
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c.  Suggested Criteria for Confounding and Interaction 
 
 
 
 
                         A Suggested Statistical Criterion for Determination of Confounding 
 
                    A variable Z might be judged to be a confounder of an X-Y relationship if  
                    BOTH of the following are satisfied: 
 

1) Its inclusion in a model that already contains X as a predictor has 
adjusted significance level < .10 or < .05; and  
 

                        2)  Its inclusion in the model changes the estimated regression coefficient for 
                             X by 15-20% or more, relative to the model that contains only X as a 
                             predictor. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

                          A Suggested Statistical Criterion for Assessment of Interaction 
 
                     A “candidate” interaction variable might be judged to be worth retaining in 
                      the model if  BOTH of the following are satisfied: 
 

1) The partial F test for its inclusion has significance level  < .05; and 
 

2) Its inclusion in the model alters the estimated regression coefficient for 
the main effects by 15-20% or more. 
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d.  Additional Tips for Multivariable Analysis of Large Data Sets 
 
#1.  State the Research Questions. 
       Aim for a focus that is explicit, complete, and focused, including: 
 

♦ Statement of population 
 

♦ Definition of outcome 
 

♦ Specification of hypotheses (predictor-outcome relationships)  
 

♦ Identification of (including nature of) hypothesized covariate relationships 
 
 
#2.   Define the Analysis Variables. 
        For each research question, note for each analysis variable, its hypothesized role. 
 

♦ Outcome 
 

♦ Predictor 
 

♦ Confounder  
 

♦ Effect Modifier 
 

♦ Intermediary (also called intervening) 
 
 
 
#3.   Prepare a “Clean” Data Set Ready for Analysis (Data Management) 
        For each variable, check its distribution, especially: 
 

♦ Completeness 
 

♦ Occurrence of logical errors 
 

♦ Within form consistency  
 

♦ Between form consistency 
 

♦ Range 
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#4.  Describe the Analysis Sample 
       This description serves three purposes: 
 

1) Identifies the population actually represented by the sample 
 

2) Defines the range(s) of relationships that can be explored 
 

3) Identifies, tentatively, the function form of the relationships 
 
        Methods include: 
                       ♦   Frequency distributions for discrete variables 
 

♦ Mean, standard deviation, percentiles for continuous variables 
 

♦ Bar charts  
 

♦ Box and whisker plots 
 

♦ Scatter plots 
 
#5.  Assessment of Confounding 
       The identification of confounders is needed for the correct interpretation of the predictor-outcome 
relationships.  Confounders need to be controlled in analyses of predictor-outcome relationships. 
         
        Methods include: 
 

♦ Cross-tabulations and single predictor regression models to determine whether suspected 
confounders are predictive of outcome and are related to the predictor of interest. 
 

♦ This step should include a determination that there is a confounder-exposure relationship 
among controls. 

 
 
#6.  Single Predictor Regression Model Analyses 
The fit of these models identifies the nature and magnitude of crude associations.  It also permits assessment of 
the appropriateness of the assumed functional form of the predictor-outcome relationship. 
 

♦ Cross-tabulations 
♦ Graphical displays (Scatter plots) 
♦ Estimation of single predictor models  
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5.  Goodness-of-Fit and Regression Diagnostics 
 

a.  Introduction and Terminology 
 
Neither prediction nor estimation has meaning when the estimated model is a poor fit to the data: 
  

 
 
 

 

 
Our eye “tells” us: 
 

♦ A better fitting relationship between X and Y is quadratic 
♦ We notice different sizes of discrepancies 
♦ Some observed Y are close to the fitted !Y  (e.g. near X=1 or X=8) 
♦ Other observed Y are very far from the fitted !Y  (e.g. near X=5) 

 
 
Poor fits of the data to a fitted line can occur for several reasons and can occur even when the fitted line 
explains a large proportion (R2) of the total variability in response: 
 

♦ The wrong functional form (link function) was fit. 
 

♦ Extreme values (outliers) exhibit uniquely large discrepancies 
between observed and fitted values. 
 

♦ One or more important explanatory variables have been omitted. 
 

♦ One or more model assumptions have been violated. 
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Consequences of a poor fit include: 
 

♦ We learn the wrong biology. 
 

♦ Comparison of group differences aren’t “fair” because they are 
unduly influenced by a minority.             
 

♦ Comparison of group means aren’t “fair” because we used the 
wrong standard error. 
 

♦ Predictions are wrong because the fitted model does not apply to 
the case of interest. 

 
 
Available techniques of goodness-of-fit assessment are of two types: 
 

1. Systematic - those that explore the appropriateness of the model itself 
 
              Have we fit the correct model?   
              Should we fit another model? 
 

2. Case Analysis – those that investigate the influence of individual data points 
 
         Are there a small number of individuals whose inclusion in the analysis 
        influences excessively the choice of the fitted model? 
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Goodness-of-Fit Assessment 
Some Terminology 

 
 

The Multiple Linear Regression Model, again: 
 
                                                 YX   =  β0  + β1X1 + β2X2  + ... + βpXp  + error  
 
        
 
                                         Observed            =        systematic                   +           error 
                                                                 this is the mean of Y             

                                                                 at X1, X2, …, Xp 
                                                                                      = E[Y at X] =  
 
Systematic Component 
 
Link: 

 
The functional form (and the assumed underlying distribution of the 
errors) is sometimes called the link. 
 
Example:  When µ is the mean of a normal distribution, we model 
µY|X = β0 + β1X1 +  …  +  βp Xp  
This is called the natural or linear link. 
 
Example:  When µ is a proportion, we might model  
ln [µY|X /(1-µY|X) ] = β0 + β1X1 +  …  +  βp Xp .   
This is called the logit link. 
 

 
Normality: 
 

 
In the linear model regression analysis, we assume that the errors E 
follow a Normal(0, σ2 

Y|X)  distribution. 
 
Recall:  The errors ε are estimated by the residuals e. 
 

 
Heteroscedasticity: 

 
If the assumption of constant variance of the errors E is not true, we say 
there is heteroscedasticity of errors, or non-homogeneity of errors. 
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Goodness-of-Fit Assessment 
Some Terminology - continued 

 
 
Case Analysis  
 
Residual: 

 
The residual is the difference between the observed outcome Y and the 
fitted outcome !Y .  
 
                            e Y Y= − !  

 
It estimates the unobservable error ε.                         
 
 

 
Outlier: 

 
An outlier is a residual that is unusually large. 
 
Note:  As before, we will rescale the sizes of the residuals via 
standardization so that we can interpret their magnitudes on the scale of 
SE units. 
 

 
Leverage: 
 

 
The leverage is a measure of the unusualness of the value of the 
predictor X.   
 
Leverage = distance (observed X, center of X in sample) 
 
Predictor values with high leverages have, potentially, a large influence 
on the choice of the fitted model.  
 

 
Influence: 

 
Measures of influence gauge the change in the fitted model with the 
omission of the data point. 
 
Example:  Cook’s Distance 
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A Feel for Residual, Leverage, Influence 
Large residuals may or may not be influential 
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     Large residual 
     Low leverage 
 
     The large residual effects a 
     large  influence. 
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    Large residual 
    Low leverage 
 
    Despite its size, the large residual  
    effects only small influence. 
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A Feel for Residual, Leverage, Influence 
 

High leverage may or may not be influential 
 
 

 

 
 
 
     High leverage 
    Small residual 
     
 
    The high leverage effects a large 
    influence. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
      High leverage 
     Small residual 
 
    Despite its size, the large leverage 
    effects only small influence. 
 
 

 
 
Thus, case analysis is needed to discover all of: 
 

♦ high leverage 
♦ large residuals 
♦ large influence 
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Overview of Techniques of Goodness-of-Fit Assessment 
Linear Model 

 
 

 Question Addressed Procedure 
 
Systematic Component 

 
Error Distribution: 
Is it reasonable to assume a normal 
distribution of errors with a 
constant variance? 
 
HO:  E ∼ Normal (0, σ2) 
 

 
Shapiro-Wilk test of normality 
 
Cook-Weisberg test of 
heteroscedasticity 

  
Functional Form: 
Is the choice of functional form 
relating the predictors to outcome a 
“good” one? 
 

 
Method of fractional polynomials. 

  
Systematic Violation: 
Have we failed to include any 
important explanatory (predictor) 
variables? 
 

 
Ramsey Test for omitted variables. 

 
Case Analysis 

 
Are there outliers with respect to 
the outcome values? 
 

 
Studentized residuals 

  
Are there outliers with respect to 
the predictor variable values? 
 

 
Leverage 

  
Are there individual observations 
with unduly large influence on the 
fitted model? 

 
Cook’s distance (influence) 
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b.  Assessment of Normality 
 
 
Recall what we are assuming with respect to normality: 
 

• Simple Linear Regression: 
At each level “x” of the predictor variable X, the outcomes YX are 
distributed normal with mean = Y|x 0 1µ   =  β  + β x  and constant variance 2

Y|xσ  
 

• Multiple Linear Regression: 
At each vector level “x = [x1, x2, …,xp] ” of the predictor vector X, the outcomes YX are 
distributed normal with mean = Y|x 0 1 1 2 2 p pµ   =  β  + β x + β x ...+ β x+  and constant 

variance 2
Y|xσ  

 
This is what it looks like (courtesy of a picture on the web!) 
 

 

 
 

 
 
Violations of Normality are sometimes, but not always, a serious problem 
 

• When not to worry:  Estimation and hypothesis tests of regression parameters are fairly 
robust to modest violations of normality 
 

• When to worry:  Predictions are sensitive to violations of normality 
 

• Beware:  Sometimes the cure for violations of normality is worse than the problem. 
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Some graphical assessments of normality and what to watch out for: 
 
Method What to watch out for: 
1.  Histogram of outcome variable Y and/or 
     Histogram of residuals 

Look for normal shape of the histogram. 

2.  Histogram of residuals (or studentized or  
     jackknife residuals) 

Look for normal shape of the histogram. 

3.  Quantile quantile plot of the quantiles of the  
     residuals versus the quantiles of the assumed  
     normal distribution of the residuals. 

Normally distributed residuals will appear, 
approximately, linear. 

 
       Stata Illustration  (note – This example uses a data set from another source, not this lecture)  
          Histogram with overlay normal                                 Quantile Quantile Plot w reference = Normal 

 

. histogram weight, normal title ("Histogram with Overlay 
Normal") 
 
 

 
. qnorm weight, title("Simple Normal QQ-Plot for Y=Weight") 
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Skewness and Kurtosis Statistics for Assessing Normality: 
 
 What to watch out for: 
Skewness - symmetry of the curve 
 Standardization of the 3rd sample moment about the 
mean 

m2 
 
= E Y-µ( )2⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥

 

m3 
 
= E Y-µ( )3⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥

 

What is actually examined is a3 =
( )

3
3/2

2

m
m

 

because it is unitless 
 
a3 = 0 indicates symmetry 
a3 < 0 indicates lefthand skew (tail to left) 
a3 > 0 indicates right hand skew (tail to right) 
 
 

 
* Stata command 
 . summarize yvariable, detail 
 
or 
 
* Stata command 
 . tabstat yvariable, statistics(skewness) 
 
When yvariable is distributed normal: 
 
          Skewness = 0 
          Look for skewness between -2 and +2, roughly. 

Kurtosis – flatness versus peakedness of the curve 
 Standardization of the 4th sample moment about the 
mean 

m2 
 
= E Y-µ( )2⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥

 

m4 
 
= E Y-µ( )4⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥

 

 

Pearson kurtosis is a4 =
( )

4
2

2

m
m

 

a4 = 3 when distribution is normal 
a4 < 3 is “leptokurtic” is too little in the tails 
a4 > 3 is “platykurtic” is too much in the tails 
 
 

* Stata command 
 . summarize yvariable, detail 
 
or 
 
* Stata command 
 . tabstat yvariable, statistics(kurtosis) 
 
When yvariable is distributed normal: 
 
          Kurtosis = 3 
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Hypothesis Tests of Normality and what to watch out for: 
 
Test Statistic What to watch out for: 
 
1.  Shapiro Wilk (W) 
 
     W is a measure of the correlation between 
      the values in the sample and their associated 
      normal scores (for review of Normal Scores, 
      see BE540 Topic 5 – Normal Distribution) 
 
     W = 1 under normality 
 

 
* Stata command 
 . swilk yvariable 
 
Null Hypothesis HO:   yvariable is distributed normal: 
Alternative Hypothesis HA:  Not. 
 
Evidence of violation of normality is reflected in 
        W  <  1 
       small p-value 

 
2.  Kolmogorov-Smirnov (D).  See also 
     Lilliefors (K-S) 
 
     This is a goodness of fit test that compares the   
    distribution of the residuals to that of 
    a reference normal distribution using a chi 
    square test. 
 
    Lilliefors utilizes a correction 

 
Evidence of violation of normality is reflected in 
 
        D > 0 
 
       K-S > 0 
 
        small p-value 

 
 
 
 
Guidelines 
 
In practice, the assessment of normality is made after assessment of other model assumption violations. 
The linear model is often more robust to violations of the assumption of normality. 
The cure, is often worse than the problem.  (e.g. – transformation of the outcome variable) 
 
Consider doing a scatterplot of the residuals.  Look for 
 

♦ Bell shaped pattern 
♦ Center at zero 
♦ No gross outliers 
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c.  Cook-Weisberg Test of Heteroscedasticity 
 
Recall what we are assuming with respect to homogeneity of variance: 
 

• In Simple Linear Regression: 
At each level “x” of the predictor variable X, the outcomes Y are 
distributed normal with mean = Y|x 0 1µ   =  β  + β x  and constant variance 2

Y|xσ  
 

Evidence of a violation of homogeneity (this is heteroscecasticity) is seen when  
 

• There is increasing or decreasing variation in the residuals with fitted Ŷ  
 

• There is increasing or decreasing variation in the residuals with predictor X 
 
 
Some graphical assessments of homogeneity of variance and what to watch out for: 
Method What to watch out for: 
1.  Plot Residuals or standardized residuals 
        or studentized residuals on the vertical 
 
                            – versus - 
 
        Predicted outcomes  Ŷ on the horizontal 
      

 
Look for even band at zero 

2.  Plot Residuals or standardized residuals 
      or studentized residuals on the vertical 
 
                         – versus - 
 
        Predictor values X  
 

 
Look for even band at zero 

 
 
Hypothesis Test of homogeneity of variance is Cook-Weisberg 
Cook-Weisberg Test What to watch out for: 
 
This test is based on a model of the variance as 
a function of the fitted values (or the predictor X).  
Specifically, it is a chi square test of whether the 
squared standardized residuals are linearly related to 
the fitted values (or the predictor X). 
      

 
Evidence of violation of homogeneity of variance is 
reflected in  
 
                   Large test statistic > 0 
                   small p-value  
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d.  The Method of Fractional Polynomials 
 
This method is beyond the scope of this course.  However, it’s helpful to understand the ideas. 
 
Goal:  The goal is to select a “good” functional form that relates Y to X from a collection of candidate models.   
Candidates are lower polynomials and members of the Box-Tidwell family. 
 
Fractional Polynomials:  Instead of Y = β0 + β1 X , we consider the following: 
 

 
Instead of fitting a 

 simple linear relationship of the form 
 β1X   

 
We consider fitting a  

fractional polynomial relationship of the form 
β1X

p1 + β2X
p2 + β3X

p3 + ...+ βmX
pm   

 
 where 
 
m  =  number of powers (“degree”) 
p1,p2, p3, ….pm are choices from a special set of 8 candidate powers  = { -2, -1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3 } 
 
And where, when powers repeat    
E.g. - when p2  = p1 we consider β1X

p1 + β2X
p1 ln(X)  . 

 

Example:  Suppose m=1 with p1 = 1 .  This yields 
Y = β0 + β1X  
 
 
Example:  Next, suppose m=2 with p1 = 0.5 and p2 = 0.5.  Because p2  = p1 this yields 
Y = β0 + β1 X + β2 X ln X( )  
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The Method of Fractional Polynomials - Continued 
 
Guidelines 
 
Competing models are assessed using a chi square statistic that compares the likelihoods of the data under each 
of the two models using what is called a “deviance” statistic. 
 
Don’t worry:  We will learn about the “deviance” statistic in BIOSTATS 640 Unit 5 in the context of the 
logistic regression model. 
 
Search begins with examination of all models for which m=1.  We choose the one model in this class that has 
the smallest deviance.  
 
                    ♦   We compare the best m=1 model to the specific model for which 
                           m=1 and p1= 1 because the latter is the simple linear model. 
 
                    ♦   Thus, we are asking whether it is really necessary to abandon the 
                           simple linear model. 
 
 
 
Next, we compare the best m=1 model to the best m=2 model.  And so on … 
 

♦ In general, we must choose between two costs: 
 
      1)  A smaller model has a lower goodness-of-fit but more  
            generalizability 
 
      2)  A larger model has a higher goodness-of-fit but less 
           generalizability 
 
 

  ♦  Our goal is to choose the smallest model for which the goodness-of-fit is 
                          acceptable. 
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e.  Ramsey Test for Omitted Variables 
 
 
A fitted model that fails to include an important explanatory variable is problematic. 
  

♦ Our understanding of the outcomes is incomplete. 
♦ Estimated associations may be biased due to confounding. 
♦ Model assumptions may be violated. 

 
 
 
Method of the Ramsey Test 
 

♦ HO:  Predicted values from the fitted model are unrelated to powers 
         of the fitted model, after adjustment for the predictor variables in 
         the model. 
 
                                       corr Ŷ,Ŷp( ) = 0  
 

♦ For example, we might fit the model  Ŷ = β0 +β1Ŷ+β2Ŷ
2 +β3X+error  

and test the significance of  β̂1  and β̂2 . 
 
  ♦  The test statistic is an F statistic. 
 
 
 
Guidelines 
 
Evidence of a failure to include one or more explanatory variables is reflected in a large F statistic value. 
 
As a suggestion, do also a scatterplot of the squared standardized residuals versus the leverage values.  
Omission of an important explanatory variables is suggested by 
 

♦ Extreme values 
♦ Any systematic pattern 
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f.  Residuals, Leverage, and Cook’s Distance 
 
Residuals - There are multiple measures of “residual”.   
Ordinary residual 
 e = Y − Ŷ( )  
 
 

Standardized residual       
                                    
*

2
|

( ) ˆY x
e ee
ms residual σ

= =  

 
Studentized residual 
                                       
*

2
|

( ) 1 ˆ 1Y x

e ee
ms residual h hσ

= =
− −

 

 
 

Jacknife residual, also called Studentized deleted 
residual 
                                       
*

2
|

( ) 1 ˆ 1i Y ix

e ee
ms residual h hσ− −

= =
− −

 

 
 

 
Which one or ones should we use?  
 

• Standardized residuals can be appreciated as we do z-scores. 
 

• Studentized residuals are distributed Student’s t (df=n-p-1) when 
regression assumptions hold. 
 

• Jacknife residuals are distributed Student’s t (df=n-p-2) when 
regression assumptions hold.  These also have the advantage of 
correcting the magnitude of the ( )MS residual when it is otherwise 
too big because of the effects of influential points. 

 
 
Leverage, h: 
 
Leverage is the distance of a predictor value X=x from the center of the values of the predictor value X x= .  
This distance is denoted hi. 
 

For simple linear regression,     hi =
1
n
+

xi − x( )2

xi − x( )
i=1

n

∑
2  

For simple linear regression, a “large” leverage value is hi ≥
4
n
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Cook’s Distance, d 
 
Recall from our pictures that neither a large residual alone nor a high leverage determine the influence of an 
individual data point.   
 
Cook’s distance provides a measure of the influence of an individual data point on the fitted model and is a 
function of the values of both the residual and leverage: 
 
 
                                Cook’s Distance = Change in estimated regression coefficient 
                                                                 value, expressed in standard error units.   
 
 

 1)  For simple linear regression      d = e2h
2s2 1− h( )2

 

 
 
 

           2)  For multivariable linear regression models 
 
di =

β̂-i − β̂( )/
′X X( ) β̂-i − β̂( )

′p sY|x
2  

         where   
 
                      i     indexes the individual for which measure of influence is sought  
                    β̂  = vector of estimated regression coefficients using the entire sample 

                   β̂− i = vector of estimated regression coefficients with omission of the 
                              ith data point 
                   X    = matrix of values of the predictor variables 
                   ′p  = rank (X) = number of predictors + 1 
 
Guidelines 

♦ For the linear regression model, a “noteworthy” influential data point is one for which d > 1. 
 

              For a multivariable regression model, a “noteworthy” influential data 
             point is one for which d > 2(p+1)/n where p=# predictors. 
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g.  Example   
 
Framingham Study - continued 
 
. * -----  Plot of Observed v Predicted (LOOK FOR:  Points along a straight line) 
. * Command predict to create a new variable=ypredicted that contains the predicted Y values 
. predict ypredicted 
(option xb assumed; fitted values) 
(6 missing values generated) 
 
. graph twoway (scatter ypredicted ln_sbp, symbol(d) msize(vsmall)) (lfit ypredicted ln_sbp) 
(lfitci ypredicted ln_sbp), title("Model Assessment") subtitle("Plot of Observed versus Predicted") 
xtitle("Observed Y = ln(sbp") ytitle("Predicted Y=ln(sbp)") xlabel(4.5(.25)5.5) ylabel(4.5(.25)5.5) 
  

 
 
 
Interpretation – Not bad!  Ideally the scatter lies on the line defined by 45 degrees.  We expect some widening 
of the confidence intervals at the ends of the range but not too much.  What we see here is reasonable. 
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. * ---- Normality of residuals (LOOK FOR: Points lying on the line)   

. * Command predict with option resid to create yresidual that contains the residuals 

. predict yresidual, resid 
(6 missing values generated) 
 
. pnorm yresidual, msize(vsmall) title("Model Assessment") subtitle("Std Normal Plot of Residuals") 
 

 
 
Interpretation – Here too, we hope to see a scatter on the 45 degree line.  Not bad!   
 
. * sfrancia test of normality (NULL: residuals are distributed normal) 
. sfrancia yresidual 
 
                  Shapiro-Francia W' test for normal data 
 
    Variable |       Obs       W'          V'        z       Prob>z 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
   yresidual |       994    0.97683     15.434     6.271    0.00001 
 
 
. * ---- 2 Tests of Model Misspecification   
. * ---- LINK test (Null:  No misspecification.  _htsq is NOT significant) 
. linktest 
 
      Source |       SS           df       MS      Number of obs   =       994 
-------------+----------------------------------   F(2, 991)       =    180.45 
       Model |  7.02566005         2  3.51283003   Prob > F        =    0.0000 
    Residual |  19.2921224       991  .019467328   R-squared       =    0.2670 
-------------+----------------------------------   Adj R-squared   =    0.2655 
       Total |  26.3177825       993  .026503306   Root MSE        =    .13953 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      ln_sbp |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
        _hat |  -3.398892   4.165516    -0.82   0.415    -11.57314    4.775353 
      _hatsq |   .4506253   .4266839     1.06   0.291    -.3866825    1.287933 
       _cons |   10.73201   10.16508     1.06   0.291    -9.215532    30.67956 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Interpretation – Predictor htsq is NOT significant (p=.29) suggesting we’re okay!   
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. * ---- OMITTED VARIABLES TEST (NULL:  no variables omitted.  All is well) 
. ovtest 
 
Ramsey RESET test using powers of the fitted values of ln_sbp 
       Ho:  model has no omitted variables 
                 F(3, 985) =      1.81 
                  Prob > F =      0.1442 
 
Interpretation – Ramsey test is also NOT significant (p=.14) suggesting we’re okay!   
 
. * ---- Assessment of Multicollinearity (All is well if VIF <10 OR 1/VIF > 0.10) 
. vif 
 
    Variable |       VIF       1/VIF   
-------------+---------------------- 
  age_female |     34.12    0.029311 
      female |     32.39    0.030869 
         age |      2.38    0.420495 
      ln_scl |      1.18    0.850679 
      ln_bmi |      1.12    0.896450 
-------------+---------------------- 
    Mean VIF |     14.24 
 
Interpretation – age_female and female appear to be collinear suggesting some concern about the 
extent to which there is adequacy of range of age in the 2 genders.  
 
. * ---- Cooks Distances (LOOK FOR:  all to be less than 4/N) 
. * Command predict with option cooksd to create cook that contains the Cook’s distances 
. predict cook, cooksd 
(6 missing values generated) 
 
. * Command generate subject=_n to create subject id for nice plotting on x-axis 
. generate subject=_n 
 
. graph twoway (scatter cook subject, symbol(d) msize(vsmall)), title("Model Assessment") 
subtitle("Plot of Cook Distances") 
 

 
 
Interpretation – Looks fine!   
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. * -----  Predictions 

. * Again – this assumes that you have just fit your “final” model 
 
. * ---- Predicted Y=ln(sbp) with increasing X = ln(bmi) 
. margins, at(ln_bmi=(2.6(.2)3.8)) vsquish 
 
Predictive margins                              Number of obs     =        994 
Model VCE    : OLS 
 
Expression   : Linear prediction, predict() 
1._at        : ln_bmi          =         2.6 
2._at        : ln_bmi          =         2.8 
3._at        : ln_bmi          =           3 
4._at        : ln_bmi          =         3.2 
5._at        : ln_bmi          =         3.4 
6._at        : ln_bmi          =         3.6 
7._at        : ln_bmi          =         3.8 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |            Delta-method 
             |     Margin   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         _at | 
          1  |   4.701072   .0205758   228.48   0.000     4.660695    4.741449 
          2  |   4.755225   .0144203   329.76   0.000     4.726927    4.783523 
          3  |   4.809378   .0085848   560.22   0.000     4.792531    4.826224 
          4  |   4.863531   .0045417  1070.87   0.000     4.854618    4.872443 
          5  |   4.917684   .0069805   704.49   0.000     4.903985    4.931382 
          6  |   4.971836   .0125698   395.54   0.000      4.94717    4.996503 
          7  |   5.025989   .0186667   269.25   0.000     4.989359     5.06262 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
. marginsplot, recast(line) recastci(rarea) 
 

 
 
  Variables that uniquely identify margins: ln_bmi 

 


